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GENRE:  Children’s/Youth TV
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian 

SYNOPSIS:  Mister S is a passionate science and technology teacher of Italian descent, living and 
working in Toronto.  In his spare time, he is an avid researcher of scientific discoveries. In a recent 
episode, Mister S explored the life and times of one of his all-time favourite heroes,  Italian inventor 
and Nobel Prize winner, Guglielmo Marconi.

Now's he's back with more science to share. This time Mr. S. sets off to explore how science 
contributed to the world of navigation and exploration and focuses on the voyages of Giovanni 
Caboto, the Venetian who first discovered North America in 1497, landing in present day Canada.  

This is the 2nd episode of a multi-season project  directed at younger audiences in Italian.  More than 
anything, Mister S’s mission is to inspire young audiences to learn more about the natural and 
scientific world around them. An elementary school teacher for more than 20 years, Mister S’s 
approach  is engaging and informative. Think Bill Nye, the Science Guy with a wealth of classroom 
experience. 

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated website in Italian language will include exclusive online 
content, bonus interviews, games, photographs and videos that will engage and appeal to younger 
viewers.

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Media Rights 
Available
IN PRODUCTION:  Coming Winter 2018

 

Mister S e La Scoperta di 
Giovanni Caboto 

Episode 2

1.
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GENRE:  Children’s/Youth TV
RUNTIME:  60 min.
LANGUAGE:  Italian

SYNOPSIS:  An Italian immigrant in Montreal, Chef Leonardo combines his talent for cooking, 
singing, and acting on his children’s webshow. However, he struggles to gain a strong following, and 
his program only ever has a small number of views. On the other hand, his competitor, Giovanni 
Bagaglione, has established an extremely successful web program, which is acclaimed by children and 
parents alike. Giovanni lacks the honesty and kindness of Leonardo, and takes every opportunity to 
ensure Leonardo’s show will fail. Chef Leonardo’s show is at stake; he is running out of funds to 
produce further episodes. Puppet Nonna Maria, Chef Leonardo’s caring neighbour, finds a way to 
invite famous singer Mariucci to his webshow as a guest, hoping it will increase the number of views. 
Chef Leonardo puts all his passion and money into Mariucci’s visit, which will decide the destiny of 
his webshow. 

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated website in Italian language will include exclusive online 

content, music videos, math and matching games that will engage and appeal to younger viewers.  
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Media Rights 
Available
IN PRODUCTION:  Coming Winter 2018

 

2.
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian 

SYNOPSIS:  This documentary seeks to tell the story of the historic Battle of Monte Cassino, one 
of the most important military operations of World War II through the eyes of the last surviving 
Italian immigrants who fled war-torn Italy for Canada.  Children at the time, their accounts will be 
infused with on location visuals of the mountain and the abbey that rests at its peak. 

COMPANION WEBSITE: A dedicated website in Italian language will include exclusive online 
content, bonus interviews, archival photographs and videos that will inform and engage all viewers.

 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Media Rights 
Available
IN PRODUCTION:  Coming Winter 2018

 

Montecassino: l’Abbazia 
Indistruttibile 

3.
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian
                       (English Subtitles)

COMPANION WEBSITE:   perlavita.ca

SYNOPSIS:  PLATINUM REMI award-winning documentary Dominique Corti: Un Cammino per la 
Vita is an inspirational story that brings us to Canada, Italy and Uganda.  Embark on a journey with 
an incredible family who have dedicated their lives to humanitarian efforts and helping those in need 
of a hospital in Uganda.  International health care advocate, Dr. Dominique Corti is the daughter of 
one of Canada’s first female surgeons, Lucille Teasdale and Italian pediatrician, Piero Corti, founders 
of the Lacor Hospital in Uganda.  Follow the journey of Dominique Corti’s struggle at a young age to 
understand her parent’s selflessness and bond to treat those in need.  This same bond now attaches 
Dominque to the Lacor hospital as she works tirelessly to keep her parents' legacy alive and to 
ensure health care access to one of the poorest areas in the world.

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2017

 
 
 

 

TRAILER:              |  SCREENER: 

4.

http://www.perlavita.ca/
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian

COMPANION WEBSITE:   italiese.ca

SYNOPSIS:   “Andiamo al storo per comprare un sandwicho di turchi e cippii”.  Roughly translated,  
this means:  Let’s go to the store to buy a turkey sandwich and chips.  “L’Italiese”, often dubbed a 
“language of survival” by historians is the name given to the new dialect and language adopted by 
Italian immigrants in English speaking countries.  The culture of “L’Italiese” is the culture of 
immigration and a fusion of both Italian and English languages.  Learn how this linguistic 
phenomenon has become the day-to-day vernacular of the Italian immigrant community forging their 
connection to their new world and to their English speaking children, work colleagues and neighbors.  

COMPANION WEBSITE:   An interactive website in Italian language will enable users to learn 
more about this linguistic phenomenon and connect them with Italian Canadians across all social 
media platforms. 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
YEAR:  2017

 
 

 

TRAILER:              |  SCREENER: 

5.

http://italiese.ca/
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian

COMPANION WEBSITE:   sbarcoaellis.ca

SYNOPSIS:  Dubbed the “Island of Tears” for the many who were turned away, Ellis Island was the 
gateway for millions of immigrants to the United States from 1892 until 1954. Many of these were 
Italians who eventually travelled north of the border into Canada. Told through firsthand accounts 
and personal testimonies, Sbarco a Ellis (Landing at Ellis) chronicles the emotion-filled journeys of 
three Italian Canadian women and their families, including award winning Canadian writer, novelist 
and essayist Terri Favro.

COMPANION WEBSITE: An interactive website in Spanish language will expand the television 
viewer’s experience beyond the TV documentary.  

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:  2017

 
 
 

 

TRAILER:              |  SCREENER: 

6.

http://sbarco.ca/
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian

    
COMPANION WEBSITE:   dallorto.ca

SYNOPSIS:  To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.  From seed to harvest, gardening has 
been at the root of many cultures for centuries, a tradition passed on from one generation to the 
next.  Follow nine passionate gardeners in this heartwarming one hour, Italian language 
documentary as they tend to their oasis over the growing season while sharing heartfelt Stories 
From The Garden (Storie dall’orto) for future generations of urban cultivators.  Discover the secrets 
of their agricultural traditions, superstitions and daily rituals that has allowed them to reap the fruits 
of their labour.

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2017

 
 
 

 

TRAILER:              |  SCREENER: 

7.

http://www.dallorto.ca/
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GENRE:  Children’s & Youth
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian 

SYNOPSIS:  This one hour Italian language TV program, directed to younger Italian speaking 
audiences, is hosted by Mister S, a passionate science and technology teacher living and working in 
Toronto who leads young viewers through Guglielmo Marconi's incredible journey to the 
development of shortwave wireless communication. 

COMPANION WEBSITE:  A dedicated website in Italian language will include exclusive online 
content, bonus interviews and video guided experiments that will appeal to a younger audience.  The 
website will feature the latest technologies such as, virtual reality, to engage young Italian speaking 
users in unprecedented rich and substantial ways.  
 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
YEAR: 2018

 
 
 

 

Guglielmo Marconi:
 Il Mito di Signal Hill 

8.
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  90 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian
                        English

TRAILER:                    SCREENER:  

COMPANION WEBSITE:  operazionehusky.com

SYNOPSIS: On July 10, 1943, more than 25,000 men from the 1st Canadian Infantry Division 
landed in Pachino, Italy, marking the beginning of the Sicilian campaign. The project, dubbed 
Operation Husky, represented the first independent role in the Second World War for Canadian 
soldiers who were successful in knocking down German defenses in Sicily. Their success came at a 
cost of 562 men.  

Shot on location in Sicily, 1943: Operazione Husky provides a chronological and in-depth exploration 
of the vital contribution made by Canadian troops in World War II. Through first-hand accounts with 
villagers, historians and Canadian veterans, the documentary helps shed light on the importance of 
Canada’s victory in Sicily and pays tribute to Canadian soldiers who fought and fell in this campaign. 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2014
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE: Italian

SCREENER:  

SYNOPSIS:  A uniquely Canadian, multilingual approach to examining the passion that Canadians 
of Euro-Latin descent have brought to soccer in Canada.  For many, soccer is not a game – it’s a 
religion, a universal language that unites nations and breaks down all cultural barriers!  Join us as we 
take a peek into the culture, lives and stories of local soccer ‘fanaticos’.
 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2012
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian
                        

SCREENER:  

SYNOPSIS:  Casa Dolce Casa explores the impact Italian culture has had on home building and 
design in Canada.  The documentary looks at the multiple influences that shape design concepts 
affecting how we build dwellings and live in them, including a perfect cold cellar (a cantina) for 
homemade wine.  
 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2012
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian
                        

SCREENER:  

SYNOPSIS:  A follow up to the TLN original documentary Raccontami, this new documentary 
expands upon the scope of the original production with more characters, stories and insight into the 
unrelenting joys and challenges of the Italian immigrant experiences in Montreal. 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2012
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GENRE:  Documentary
RUNTIME:  60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian
                        

SCREENER: 

SYNOPSIS:  Have you ever been to an Italian wedding in Canada?  The seven-course meal, the 400 
guests, the endless food and pomp! The documentary explores how Canadians of Italian descent 
meet the challenges and contradictions of maintaining family traditions. 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2012
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GENRE: Documentary Series 
RUNTIME:  6 x 30 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian

SCREENER:

SYNOPSIS:  In 1598, the first Italian explorer reached North America and the country now known 
as Canada. His name was Giovanni Caboto, or to the English, John Cabot. Little did he know, four 
hundred years later, Canada was to become home to almost 2 million people of Italian descent. From 
cuisine, to sports, arts, construction and culture, Italian Canadians have transformed their new home, 
this is La Nostra Storia in Canada. 
 
 

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2012
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GENRE: Documentary Series 
RUNTIME:  2 x 30 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian

SCREENER: 

SYNOPSIS: Raccontami (Tell me a story), a two-part TLN original documentary that places the 
spotlight on the Italian immigrant experience in Montreal. This exclusive documentary offers a 
unique look into the everyday lives of a handful of Montreal’s Italian immigrants as they reflect on 
their early experiences in Canada: their hopes and dreams upon arrival in their new home, and the 
struggles of establishing lives in a foreign land. 

The first part recounts their personal stories of arriving and settling in Canada while the second part 
follows decades of love stories and family dramas.  Through interviews and footage from home 
movies, memories of weddings, births, losses, these Italian Canadians ask themselves whether their 
dreams have changed over the last forty years,  and how their hard work has shaped their present 
lives. 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2011
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GENRE: Documentary Series 
RUNTIME:  3 x 60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian
                       English

SCREENER: 

SYNOPSIS:  Apulia is a beautiful gift from God, destined to overwhelm all the senses: glorious 
scenery, fragrant lands, magnificent cuisine, rhythmic tarantella music, and warmth of the sun that 
gently caresses this land, the land of the sun. This series takes viewers on a journey through the 
Apulian landscape,  celebrating traditions and food with unique cultural influences that coalesce into 
an enjoyable experience.  

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2011
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GENRE: Documentary Series 
RUNTIME:  3 x 60 min
LANGUAGE:  Italian
                        English

SCREENER:  

SYNOPSIS:  Basilicata is a hidden treasure, a magical enchanting land where a sense of eternity 
exists in its tranquility.  It is the land that gave birth to saints, warriors, artists and people of great 
intellect. This is the land of hard-working, honest people who offer warmth, friendliness and 
hospitality. Discover Basilicata which has a mystical earth energy ”charged” by the sun, the moon and 
the stars that for thousands of years have sustained and renewed this land: the land of the Lucani.
 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2010
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GENRE: Biography Series 
RUNTIME:  13 x 30 min
LANGUAGE:  English
                        Italian                        

SCREENER: 

SYNOPSIS:  An 13-part biography series that puts the spotlight on prominent Italian Canadians 
who have made a difference in their lives or the lives of others. Persona, highlights the 
accomplishments, challenges and obstacles of these remarkable people, as an intimate and personal 
account of their life story is told.  

EPISODE SCREENERS:
• Fashion designer Sal Parasuco
• Actor Nick Mancuso
• Comedian Tony Rosato
• Author Nino Ricci
• Journalist Anna Maria Tremonti
• The Queen’s Printer Gaetano Gagliano

 

AVAILABLE TERRITORIES:  Worldwide
AVAILABLE RIGHTS: All Rights Available
PRODUCTION YEAR:   2001
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• Supreme Court Judge Frank Iacobucci
• Medical researcher Nancy Olivieri
• Winemaker Donald Ziraldo
• Singer / Musician Ivana Santilli
• Poet and Professor Mary DiMichele
• Guitarist Domenic Troiano
• Business Entrepreneur Vic De Zen 
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